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How daes d&pe shape affecf sdfmenf load and wo&n depth? W& 
changes occur in sfope shape as erosion pm~resses? Which s l a p  
shapes are ehcfive in reducing erosion and sdm& prable-P 

d a W d e  may not only &ect the rake 
l d o n s  dong its dope, k t  

dong a slope &my appreciably 
as erosxon DrOJZesSeS. In this r e s d  dope - shapk chv*eroded hep& sediment load a h g  do& 

,! ' of various shapes were computed. This zpproach may be 
- applied to farm. fields and co&m&ion sites for predicting 

IOCations of critical erosion, rates of sediment hvement, 
and wed slope shape changes. 

'Present methds f ~ r  predicting soil loss use the average 
slope steepness p h  ether factofs to describe expected wo- 
sion.rates. Thus a ~ e M v d y  uniform slope is assumed, but 
Nixtare md man often leave slopkg land in shapes that are 
quite ~ o ~ u n i f o m  Recent studies d field slope cndiths 

reseatch m mechanically shaped to more charac- 
teristic f-sbw that slope shape-partimhuly the steep- 

of the bclttoYn pdczn of a slope - is a major factor 
de&mkmg the relative ezosion. 

*In, this project fom s lye  shapes - uniforrn, concave, 
cmmex and complex (ripper haIf convex, lower bakf con- 
cave] - yere stndied at mean &pe steepnesses of 5 and 10 
p a t .  &,sbps M a 20-ft elevation diihmce between 
top d.bmm gig. 1). 

soil-less prediction equations relating slope steep- 
ness and hg th  to total erosion wwe studied using a digital 
computer. The ~he4kient in each was selected so that one 
ero* pied (am itmative soiution of the total &sion 
qdm)  predicted a soil loss af abut 40 tons per acre 

Both authors ore agrkultural erraneers yifh SWCRD, ARS, 
USDA - 1. b n a k i  #eyer at Lafayette, Id., Larry A, Kramer at 
CoZ~mbia, Mm Thb k u co11hibution of the Cora Belf Branch, 
S'WCCRb, in coop&&* w;i& Pardue A&tdhrral Experiment 
Station (Purdue Jouryl  Series Paper No, 35!~9). 

This is a condensation. The full-length report includes a refer- 
ence list and the analytical methods used in establishing a com- 
puter program to describe erosion as a function of slope shape. 
It also includes samples of program output, including computer- 
plotted profiles. To order that report, request Paper 1-749 from 
ASAE, St. Joseph, Mich. 49085. Cost is 50$ per copy - or your 
ASAE Member Order Form. 
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Fig. 1 F w r  slope&apes $died at 5 and 10 percent sbepness, 
vertical scble is expanded. A flat area was assumed Glyhd-'the 

from a 5 percent slope 400 ft long. This is the average 
annual soil loss on a Southern Indiana silt loam cropped to 
continuous corn. 

Elevations at 10-ft intervals along each slope were used 
by the computer program to determine the total erosion or 
sediment load at the end of each 10-ft increment based on 
the steepness at and the length from the top of slope to that 
point. The net erosion or deposition between successive 
increments was the difference in the sediment load at these 
points. Erosion depth at each location was determined as 
the sum of the net erosion for the two adjacent increments 
divided by their total lengths. New elevations and steep- 
nesses were computed at d points for each successive ero- 
sion period. The computer program also produced the input 
data for an electronic plotter to graph sediment loads and 
resulting slope proses. 
m d % p e s h s l p e  

SI- psofiles of the Wwent shapes develop Mefatly 
because erosion depth dmg each varies cm~iskddy. The 
s&ent loads during the first erosion peciad &q t#x four 
shapes at 5 percent steepness ate given in Fig. 2. n c  rela- 
tive depth of erosien or deposition is in&&& by die dif- 
ference between &e l h d  at mccessive b d o n s .  . w e  the 
slope of the cwrre is positive, eroshn is occarring; w b  
negative> deposition is omring .  

A l t h i w  the sediment laad was low at the uppw por- 
tion of the convex dope where the shqnes.s was snafl, It 
increased rapidly to a masimam of 0.92 d s  as s l o p  
st&pness and slope lea& (quantity of mo@X i~weased. 
In contrast, the cancave slopi had its greatest steepness 
where the least mnoff ocamed - at the upper part of the 
slope. The steepness &en deereased as the rmdf inireas4 
so that that toM sediment load at any poht was !ow, with a 

' 

maximum of only 0.14 units. Furthermore, the total sedi- 
ment movement on the slope (indicated by the area be- 
neath the curves) was much lower for the concave than for 
the convex slope. Thus, the concave shape not only had a 
lower sediment ioad, but also it was changed less rapidly 
tha the cQnPeX. 

B e  &nt load of the d f o r m  slope i sz~re~~ed stead- 
ily as length i ~ c 1 d x  r e  a maximurn of 0.37 units : 
- higher tErm & b m  for-the con- slope but much 
lower than far the mva one. The sedimat load of the 
complex dope &ed a maximum of 0.32 wits - nwly 
equal to! the maximum of the uniform shape - abmt twe- 
third5 the way b a s l o p e .  He~e &he s* WB stiU deep md .- - - 
t h e m &  la*. The load then k m s e d  &the slopeseep ' 
ness dmssed, even though thk mooff i r a ~ ~ e d .  For qtrd g elevation changes, the sediment loads for these shapes were 4 

similar at 10 percent steepness. , 
If sediment is a problem, the load off the bottom of the 

slopes is significant. For the concave and complex slopes, 
= \  A 
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SLOPE LENGTH (FEET) 
Fig. 2 Sediment load or total erosion (tons per foot of slope 
width) along the four original slope shapes of 5 percent steepness 
during their first erosion period. The sediment load was increasing 
and net erosion taking place where curves have positive slopes. 
Deposition occurred where curves have negative dopes. The 
steepness at any point along a curve indicates the depth of ero- 

sion or deposition 

most of the upper-slope sediment load was deposited along 
the lower one-third of the slope. Little soil movement was 
indicated beyond the slope base. Sediment load at the base 
of the uniform and particularly the convex slopes was high. 
Thus shaping at least the lower portions of long slopes to a 
concave shape can be quite helpful in reducing sediment 
losses. 

The maximum eroded depths (based on uniform re- 
moval) occurred where the sediment load curves of Fia 2 
were of maximum positive slope. This maximum deith 
was least on the concave slope (0.019 ft) followed by the 
uniform slope (0.028 ft), the complex slope (0.044 ft) and 
the convex slope (0.129 ft).  At 10 percent steepness, all 
depths were greater but in the same sequence. 

The slope shapes after 50 periods of erosion are shown 
in Fig. 3.   he profile of the convex shape changed the most, 
the concave shape the least. The uniform slope developed 
a concave profile; the initially complex slope also developed 
a concave profile except at the very upper part of the slope. 
After several hundred periods of erosion, all slope shapes 
tended strongly toward concave pro6les. 

As erosion progressed over succeeding periods, erosion 
rates decreased because of slope shape changes during the 
intervening time. Thus erosion intensity tends to diminish 
with time if other conditions remain the same. 

Effect of Slope Sieepness 
Steeper slopes change shape more rapidly because of their 

greater depth of erosion per unit of time. At steepnesses 
averaging 10 percent, shapes changed about twice as fast as 
the same shapes at 5 percent. However, the sediment loads 
for the 5 and 10 percent steepnesses were nearly the same at 
eqnivalent elevations downslope. The effect of increased 
steepness on erosion for the lo  percent slope was approxi- 
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Fig. 3 Slope shapes that developed after 50 periods of erosion 
from the initial 5 percent slopes of Fig 1 

mately compensated by the decreased length and conse- 
quent reduced runoff. Thus, sediment losses at the toe of 
slopes with difFerent average steepnesses but the same char- 
acteristic shape will be similar for a given elevation change. 
A moderately steep slope with a flattened portion for depo- 
sition beyond the toe may therefore be preferable to a less 
steep, longer slope with no flattened portion at the end. 

To Apply Results. 
Information on erosion rates along different slope 

shapes can be applied to various field conditions. Locations 
of critical erosion for installing terraces or other erosion 
control measures can be determined for ~s with limited 
good soil. Major sediment sources can be identified so that 
reservoirs and water courses can be protected from excess 
sediment. For construction sites, these data indicate those 
shapes that will minimize sediment movement and slope 
shape changes. 

Suppose a large commercial building is to be constructed 
on a hillside (Fig. 4). To keep the main Boor level, the 
area will be reshaped so that the slope below the building 
will be 400 ft long with an average steepness of 5 percent 
from the building edge to a level residential area beyond 
the slope base. Runoff from the building area and above 
will be removed underground. The residential area itself 
has ditches and storm sewers for the runoff but can handle 
little eroded sediment. 

With a uniform slope from the building to the toe of 
the hillside. up to 100 tons of sediment per hundred feet of 
slope width ;ay be expected annually lfrom this site until 
cover is established. The expected average erosion depth at 
the slope base will be about 1 in. annually. Rills may be 
much deeper. For a complex shape on this same area, the 
sediment loss will be low but the average erosion depth will 
exceed 1 in. per year near the center of the slope until cover 
is established. However with a concave slope, the sediment 
loss will be low and the erosion depth shallow. Thus a con- 
cave profile would erode less, produce less sediment, and 
change shape less than the mot; common uniform or com- 
plex slopes. However, any of these would be superior to a 
pronounced convex slope. • • 

Fig. 4 Four ways that the area downslope from a construction site might be reshaped. 
The concave shape will be least erosive along the slope, will give the least sediment off 

RESIDENTIAL 
the toe of the slope, and will change shape the least 


